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Mr. Mansukhbhai Prajapati 

Recipient  

Application of Science and Technology for Rural Development Award 2022 

I, Mansukhbhai Prajapati, a Potter (Kumhar) by tradition. I am associated with the work of Pottery 

since my childhood as my father used to make pots traditionally.  

The Pottery art had extinctic and I brought this forgotten Pottery Work back to life by inventing 

various Modern Styled Clay Products and Crafted Mechanical setup with lower investment. The 

products developed by this setup not only targets rural areas, but Semi-Urban, Urban and National 

and international standards. 

The Traditional method of making clay pots had lot of hard work, less income, Health issues and no 

respect for the work from society e.g. Families associated with Pottery faced trouble in even getting 

their son Married. This led to my family and even other potters quitting pottery work. In Reviving 

this extinctic pottery tradition, I am trying my best efforts for Three decades to uplift this Art by 

developing Modern Technology in innovating new Modern Clay products that improved the 

environment and public health in innumerable ways and have been successful. It also played a vital 

role in our country’s Economy and provided large scale Rural Employment Specially to Women. 

I failed in 10th and passed in 2nd try, after which i quit studies and started working in a factory but 

due to injury to my eye, I had to quit the factory and started a tea Stall to earn the livelihood. But it 

didn’t give me satisfaction. One day, an industrialist visited my stall and was in search of a hard-

working Supervisor. I grabbed the opportunity and started working in his factory. Having seen the 

machinery being used in production, I took a debt of Rs. 30000/- and developed a machine to 

manufacture Tawas mechanically. Lakhs of Tawas broke during development, and I was finally 

successful in 1988 in developing the mechanical setup to make tawas. And with the innovation, I 

started making 10000 tawas per day which used to be 100 tawas per day traditionally. This 

development in the Pottery Art revolutionised this traditional art with a modern touch. The People 

who had stopped pottery work and were engaged in different works started diverting back to pottery 

that helped in reviving this artform.  

Being from Rural area, People here had to go miles for fetching drinking water from Lakes which 

wasn’t pure So i developed Water filter to tackle this situation. These developments not only fulfilled 

the dreams of rural people of having luxuries like Filter, Fridge But also gave them opportunity to 

earn their livelihood. People had to go to migrate to different locations in search of work while these 

new developments made industrialisation possible in rural area because of which people didn’t have 

to go far in search of work. This generated large scale rural employment. 

In 2001, Gujarat was struck by earthquake and the news with broken pots images circulated in 

newspaper with Tag” Poor man’s fridge broke” and with this I started developing a Fridge from Clay 

that can cool. In rural areas there is scarcity of electricity and power cuts are usual. This Fridge 

satisfies their needs and fulfils their dreams of having a fridge.  

Apart from these remarkable Innovations, I have developed number of Eco-friendly Clay products 

ranging from a small Spoon to a Non-Electric Fridge that includes Clay Cooker, Non-stick Clay 



 

Tawa, Bottles, Handis and various other cookware and tableware items. Developed New designs and 

attractive paintings on Water Pots that made their unique places in upgraded Modern Kitchens. 

These Clay Products impacted the social, traditional, and environmental aspects in the society. These 

mechanical setups and the science and Technology used in these developments is easy to install and 

operate and hence Even small families in rural areas have started using this setup and become micro 

enterprises. Women have also taken part in this setup with much less effort and more output that 

gave an additional source of income for the Family and played a vital part in Women Empowerment. 

 I have given and giving training of developing these product range with affordable setup and the 

pottery work to number of Rural Pottery artisans and rural workers all over India and abroad and 

through which they increased their earnings by using the lower cost modern techniques and less hard 

work in manufacturing and selling these products and thereby have diverted those who had left the 

Pottery work in search of other options, back to this Tradition. These has affected the lives of more 

than 10,000 rural families which gives an idea of its social and economic impact on society, and 

these has diverted people to become Entrepreneurs. 

These efforts are mentioned in various educational curriculum of CSA, Cambridge University and 

CBSE highlighting our country’s Traditional Pottery Art. Even Forbes’ has recognized me as 

“India’s most powerful Rural Entrepreneur.’ 

My Work has also been recognized and praised by Government of India and Gujarat along with 

various organisations which gave a platform to bring-forth this lost art-form in-front of the world and 

supported in uplifting the society. 

My message to the Youth is that “Perseverance Can change the course of your Destiny in Life” 

Working hard and smart has to be the key in becoming Entrepreneurs of young India. Everyone has 

an innovative spirit inside them just need to harness it. Never lose hopes from failures and make 

failures an opportunity to become successful in your field of expertise. 

Gandhiji proposed on developing Products in India from the sources available in India i.e. Swadeshi 

banayein and Swadeshi apnayein. This philosophy of Gandhiji has been the root cause in making 

these developments that has used science developed in our Nation and the materials from our nation. 

None of the things are imported rather exported. Following this philosophy of Gandhiji made me a 

Hero from Zero. Rest is in front of you 

Jai Hind 

 

 

 


